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Introduction
Imagine you are a U.S. army soldier who has just parachuted
into the jungles of Vietnam in the 1960s. You land on the ground
and you are surrounded by dense jungle. The birds are whining and
cawing with a deafening noise. Other than this, you hear nothing.
You see nothing but massive bushes with Jurassic-looking leaves,
and vines that wind around the trees like snakes. There is no sign of
the enemy. Or is there?
As you look closely, in between the dense leaves, vines and trees,
you think you see a little movement. Is the enemy hiding behind the
trees and bushes? Are they going to ambush you at any time and
machine-gun you down? Should you just start shooting at the
bushes just in case? Or should you relax, knowing that you would
have been dead by now if the enemy was in the bushes?
This situation is not unlike the situation many of us feel we are
in at the moment when it comes to the barrage of synthetic electromagnetic fields (EMF) and electromagnetic radiation (EMR)
surrounding us. It seems that wherever we turn now, we are being
bombarded with blinking lights, radios, cell phones, power lines,
appliances, technical equipment and much more.
Are they safe? Are we safe?
It is one thing to question one or two appliances that might
emit non-ionizing doses of EMFs or radiofrequencies (RFs). But it
is quite another thing altogether to consider the constant contact
with appliances throughout the day, and sometimes multiple appliances at once.
Consider a modern family on a weekend drive. The car’s instrument panel is loaded with different electronic appliances. The
car has electronic ignition and much of the engine’s operations are
computerized. We sit back with our cell phone pasted to our ear
(while our wife or husband drives). There is a TV blaring behind us
for the kids to watch. We also might have the car stereo on, and
even a GPS. The kids probably also have their various “pods” and
“pads” to play games with, text with, or go online with. We probably also have a smart phone that can access the internet wirelessly
or through WiFi.
Is that really a “smart” phone?
Let’s find out. Here we will cover some of the history of how
we developed all this electromagnetic stuff. We will then lay out the
1
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fundamentals of electromagnetic radiation. Then we will explain the
sources of nature’s electromagnetism and compare them to our
synthetic versions. Next we will delve into the last half-century of
health research on EMFs, and focus on the latest findings for each
type of EMF and RF. We’ll discuss what those findings mean to us
on a practical level.
Finally, we will discuss practical strategies to reduce exposure
and risk to unhealthy EMFs.
In other words, we’ll get to the heart of the matter. We will do
this without any axes to grind, and no ulterior motive to accomplish. We’ll just use the hard facts, without a bias one way or another.
In addition, we will be straightforward. Anecdotal information
is anecdotal, research is research, and clinical information is clinical
information. Each have their failings, and each have substance to
consider. Let’s be clear about the information on EMFs and calmly
approach the topic with a clear mind and careful review of the information. Above all, let’s get the facts before we rush to conclusions, and figure out how to safely use the tools of modern
technology for positive means.

2

One

What is Electromagnetic Radiation?
The realization of the relationship between electricity and magnetism donned on Michael Faraday in 1831 when he coiled wire
around an iron ring and demonstrated induction by passing a magnet through the ring. Faraday followed these demonstrations by
calculating the relationships and proclaiming four formulas as the
basis for what is now known as the Field theory. Faraday’s proposed
that a combination of current and magnetism formed a strange yet
universal notion soon dubbed electromagnetism.
As many discoveries are, Faraday’s theories were not accepted
for many years. This didn’t stop Faraday from further research into
this strange substance. He soon developed the homopolar generator—
still in use even today as the primary method of advancing direct
current through a circuit. This is the most basic form of electrical
generation—referred to as induction. Should it be directed through
a circulating magnetic disk, the induction begins to alternate with
the rotation. This phenomenon is was coined Faraday’s disc.
Within a few years of Faraday’s work, Heinrich Ruhmkorff developed a higher-voltage pulse from DC current. The Ruhmkorff coil
consisted of copper wires coiled around an iron core—very similar
to Faraday’s disk. As a DC current was passed through one of his
coils, current potential increased. When the pulse was shorted or
interrupted, the immediate magnetic field decrease drove the voltage to jump into high gear onto the second coil. This could be
arced out to an outlet line, producing a large spike in the voltage
with a pulsed, alternating flow of current.
The distribution of this strange alternating current called electricity took a big leap when physicist and fire alarm designer William Stanley conjured a crude AC electrical installation at a New
York Fifth Avenue store. Prior to that, direct current distribution
technology had been dominated by the marketing and scientific
genius of Thomas Edison.
The mid-1800s research of Scottish physicist James Maxwell
cemented the notion that light moved through space in the form of
waves. Maxwell utilized the notions of Faraday and Hans Christian
Oersted to mathematically establish the relationship between electric and magnetic fields. Maxwell’s equations also utilized the veloc3
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ity of light as a constant, to establish what is now known as the
electromagnetic theory. Maxwell, also given credit for producing the
color photograph, should probably have the distinction as the father of electromagnetism. Maxwell published his research in a 1964
book entitled A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field.
Albert Einstein, Max Plank, Niels Bohr and others followed
Maxwell’s mathematical approach as they further investigated the
electromagnetic nature of atomic radiation, gravity, space and light.
Maxwell was a mathematician by training, so his use of formulation
assumed that a proof existed when each side of the equal sign was
in fact, equal. This method of using equations to determine the
properties of radiation became the standard: An equality between
two or more conditions within nature. This of course assumes that
nature is geometrically and harmonically balanced—a proposition
famously presented by Pythagoras two thousand years earlier.
EMF refers to the fields that are created by electromagnetic radiation (EMR). The plural is used here because EMR actually produces two fields concurrently. One is an electric field (or vector),
caused by the motion of electrons. The second field is a magnetic
field, which typically moves perpendicular to electron radiation.
While electric fields can “leak” from the flow of electric currents,
most wires are insulated and grounded. This can significantly reduce electron fields. Magnetic fields are typically another story.
Electromagnetic fields are caused by the waveforms of the electronic and magnetic vectors of radiation. So what are waveforms?
Here we will illustrate that not only are we surrounded by waveforms, but matter is quite literally made up of waveforms.

The Electromagnetic Atom
When we look around us, we see objects. What we are actually
looking at are electromagnetic waves. Let’s start with one of nature’s
smaller units.
Dalton’s atomic theory, put forth by British John Dalton in the
early nineteenth century, proposed that the tiniest indivisible piece
of matter could be assigned a unit called the atom. He concluded
that all matter must be made up of these indivisible units. Furthermore, he suggested that the indivisible atoms of different elements
must each have a unique atomic weight—and compounds are made
4
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up of different combinations of atoms. These combinations, of
course, came to be known as molecules.
Others had previously envisioned the existence of the atom—
from the Sir Isaac Newton to the Greeks and even ancient Vedic
philosophers thousands of years earlier. Dalton’s theories—with his
notions of atomic character—brought mathematical characteristics
to these tiny portions of nature.
Radiation instrumentation further developed, due in part to the
pioneering work of T.W. Richards—known for his work on the
radioactive transformation of lead, which he called “radio-lead.”
This produced a better understanding of atomic reactivity, and the
possibility of the existence of subatomic parts within the atom.
In the late nineteenth century, Joseph John (“JJ”) Thomson—
winner of the 1906 Nobel Prize for Physics—measured cathode
rays passed through slits within a vacuum tube. Using magnetic
fields, Thomson was able to bend the rays. This indicated to Sir
Thomson that elemental matter must have both electronic charge
and magnetic field characteristics.
Further cathode ray testing revealed the nature of these rays as
subatomic particles. Thomson deduced that the rays must be produced by tiny particles that make up the atom.
Dalton’s atomic number soon expanded to subatomic particles,
with the notion of electrons, protons and a nucleus. These provided
a semblance of balance and a rationale molecular combination.
Several theories of the atom were put forth in the mid- to latenineteenth century. These ranged from Sir Thomson’s plum pudding
model, to Japanese physicist Hantaro Nagaoka’s Saturnian model. This
of course visualized electrons moving around the nucleus much as
the rings of Saturn encircle that planet. This let to the RutherfordBohr model, which utilized the combined works of Niels Bohr and
Ernest Rutherford:

The Rutherford Atom

5
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Continued research in the early twentieth century gradually
eliminated the Bohr-Rutherford model as an acceptable description
of subatomic particle motion. These subatomic ‘particles’ did not
seem to maintain “particle behavior.”
J.J. Thomson’s cathode ray experiments led to the notion—
elaborated on by Paul Dirac, John von Neumann, Max Planck,
Louis de Broglie, Max Born, Niels Bohr, Albert Einstein and Erwin
Schrödinger—that the reflective effects of the cathode rays indicated that subatomic particles were actually wavelike:

Cathode rays indicate that subatomic particles are wave-like

Subsequent subatomic particle experiments have confirmed that
the smallest atomic parts contain electromagnetic properties. As the
calculations of wave mechanics led to quantum theories, driven by
the research and equations of Rutherford, Plank, Einstein, Born, de
Broglie, Bohr, Schrödinger and Neumann, a new reality of the atom
gradually came into view: Atoms maintain subatomic electrons in
the form of particle-waves. The current picture of the atom is an
immensely small nucleus surrounded by electromagnetic electron
orbital clouds:

The electromagnetic atom’s electron orbital cloud
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Electromagnetic Waveforms
The notion that energy moves in waves has gradually gained
scientific confirmation. The realization that light, radio and atomic
energy were composed of energy pulsing at regular cycles led to the
quantification of electromagnetic radiation using waveform mechanics. The basic waveform parameters are frequency, wavelength and
speed. Furthermore, scientists have arrived at the following relationship between these three characteristics:
WAVELENGTH = SPEED divided by FREQUENCY

This formula has allowed scientists to calculate and categorize
the various waveforms that surround us. Today, many of nature’s
energies—atomic energy, heat, visible light, radiowaves, color, cosmic rays, gamma rays and more—have been quantified in their respective frequencies and wavelengths. As a result, we can present
the electromagnetic spectrum within waveform specification:
THE ELECTOMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
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In other words, our universe is pulsing with waves of different
types. So what is a wave?
While every electromagnetic frequency is a waveform, not every
wave in nature is an electromagnetic wave. Throughout nature, we
see repeating rhythmic occurrences. Each day we observe the sun’s
rise and set, establishing a cycle that is repetitious, adjusting slightly
with every cycle. Seasonal changes with the rotation of the earth in
respect to its orbit are also waveforms. We see this seasonal rhythmic rise and fall reflected in plant-life—waxing in the spring and
waning in the fall. We see birds and other migratory animals move
with similar rhythms, traveling periodically with the seasons to
amazingly exacting locations.
We also see nature’s waveforms pulsing through the oceans,
causing waves and weather conditions. We see larger periods of
ocean tidal rhythms bringing an exchange of ocean creatures and
their food to and from the seashore. We see the rhythmic upwelling
of cold waters from the ocean depths rotating and recycling the
ocean’s various biochemicals and marine life. Meanwhile, these surface waters are spun and rotated by the wind through a recycling
temperature gradients. We see a similar rhythmic pulsing of waveforms throughout our atmosphere; recycling temperature, water
vapor, and various gas mixtures with periodic precision.
These pulses of nature are waves from a macrocosmic and microcosmic view. The distinct and precise rhythms repeat and cycle,
and their variances also repeat in a cyclical fashion.
Nature’s waveforms extend to the electromagnetic spectrum.
The waveforms pulsing through space in the form of electromagnetic light waves, radio waves, gamma waves, cosmic rays, infrared
waves, ultraviolet waves, x-rays and other forms of radiation. These
have been produced by the billions of suns of the cosmos for billions of years. Radiation is also produced by the earth, and by our
own bodies. We also find geomagnetic field waves and proton
storms from cyclic solar storms, and rhythmic magnetic influences
around our planet.
The waveform order of nature is evident when considering the
accuracy of the atomic clockworks. In today’s standard for timekeeping—the atomic cesium clock—radioactive cesium provides a
8
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steady stream of radiative waveforms that pass through a magnetic
field to routinely oscillate a crystal. The emission from cesium is so
rhythmically accurate that we now quite literally set our clocks to
these electromagnetic pulses.
When most of us think about waves, we think of the ocean. We
think of waves pounding onto the beach. Stirred up by the forces
of wind and weather, large waves will march onto the reefs and
beaches, standing up with ferocious crests. The beauty and power
of a large wave lifting and crashing onto the rocks or beach is often
the subject of popular photography and film. What we may not
realize is that each single wave is communicating an event that took
place thousands of miles away: A particular mix of wind, temperature, atmospheric pressure and moisture combining in just the right
way to instigate a weather system.
This weather system converts its potential into waveforms in
the surrounding ocean waters. Should we look at a storm’s confluence of elements from space, we will see nature’s characteristic spiral. Harmonically, we see this same spiral shape within a crosssectional view of an ocean wave.
A wave is a repeating oscillation of energy: A translation of information through a particular medium. Waves can travel through
solids, fluids, gases and space. Waves are not restricted to a particular medium, either. Most waves will move through one medium and
continue on through the next medium where those mediums intersect. A sound, for example may vibrate a drum skin first. Where the
drum skin meets the air, it oscillates the air molecules to translate
the sound information throughout the medium. Where the air connects with the tympanic membrane, the information waveform is
translated through the malleus, incus and stapes of the middle ear.
After vibrating through to the round window, the oscillation is
translated through the cochlea into electromagnetic nerve pulses.
This means that the original wave of the drum beat transversed
several mediums before being converted to electromagnetic pulses.
A repeated oscillation or waveform through a medium against
the backdrop of time is a rhythm. This repetitive and rhythmic
pulse translates to a recurring waveform. It also translates to information. Any recurring result is associated with a causal event. In

9
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other words, a wave must be initiated by an original event. The
waves in a pond originate from a pebble thrown in, for example.
Every movement in nature has a signature rhythm: The earth
oscillates in specific types of seismic waves—some causing damage
but most hardly noticeable. We each walk with a signature pace as
our feet meet the ground. Our vocal cords oscillate to the reflection
of our thoughts with a unique pace and timing. Our heart valves
oscillate with the needs of circulation. Our lungs oscillate as we
breathe in and out—unique to our lung size and cells’ needs for
oxygen. Even rugged, seemingly solid structures like rocks oscillate—depending upon their position, size, shape, and composition.
A cliff by the seashore will oscillate with each pounding wave. A
building in a windy city will uniquely oscillate with the movement
of the wind through the streets. Each building will oscillate slightly
differently, depending upon its architecture and location.
All of these movements—and all movements in nature for that
matter—provide recurring oscillations that can be charted in waveform structure. Moreover, the various events within nature come
complete with recurring cycles. While many cycles obviously repeat
during our range of observation, many cycles have only recently
become evident, indicating that many of nature’s cycles are still
beyond our current observation range.
Natural oscillations balance between a particular pivot point and
an axis. The axis is typically a frame of reference between two media or quanta. An axis showing quantification may illustrate time in
reference to height, time versus temperature, time versus activity or
time versus other quantifying points of reference. Waves will also
transist between media. The ocean wave is the transisting of waveforms between the intersection of the atmosphere and the water:
the storm system. The water’s surface tension gives rise to the ocean
wave as it refracts the pressure of the storm system. The storm
system’s waveform energy will be radiated through the ocean to the
rocks and beach.
Nature’s waves are relational to the rhythms of planets and galaxies. These rhythms translate to electromagnetic energy and kinetic
energy, which translate to the elements of speed, distance, and
mass. Momentum, inertia, gravity, and other natural phenomena are
thus examples of the cyclical activities that directly relate with na10
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ture’s wave rhythms. Every rhythm in nature is interconnected with
other rhythms. As a house is built with interconnected beams of
framing, the universe’s waveforms are all interconnected with a design of pacing within the element of time.
The most prevalent waveform found in nature is the sinusoidal
wave or sine wave. The sinusoidal wave is the manifestation of circular motion related to time. The sine wave thus repeats through
nature’s processes defined by time. For example, the rotating positions of the hands of a clock translate to a sinusoidal wave should
the angles of the hand positions be charted on one axis with the
time on the other axis.
Sinusoidal waveforms are thus the typical waveform structures
of light, sound, electromagnetic waves and ocean waves. Late eighteenth and early nineteenth century French physicist Jean Fourier
found that just about every motion could be broken down into sinusoidal components. This phenomenon has become known as the
Fourier series.
The cycle of a sine wave, moving from midline to peak, then
back to midline, then to a trough, and then back to midline completes a full cycle. If we divide the wave into angles, the beginning is
consistent with 0 degrees; the first peak is consistent with 45 degrees, the midline with 90 degrees and the trough with 270 degrees.
The cycle repeats again, as we make another revolution around the
sine wave circle.
Other wave types occurring in nature might not be strictly sine
waves, yet they are often sinusoidal in essence. The cosine wave, for
example, is sinusoidal because it has the same basic shape, but is
simply phase-shifted from the sine. Other waves such as square
waves or irregular sound waves can usually be connected to sinusoidal origin when their motion is broken down into composites.
We see so many circular activities within nature. We see the
earth recycling molecular components. We see the recycling of water from earth to sea to clouds and back to earth. We see planetary
bodies moving in cyclic fashion, repeating their positions in periodic
rhythm. We see the seasons moving in cyclic repetition. We see organisms living cycles of repetitive physical activity.
While not every cycle in nature is precisely circular—the orbits
of planets or electron energy shells for example—they are nonethe11
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less linked within a grander cycle. Linked cycles often contain various alterations as they adapt to the other cyclic components. This
modulation can be described as adaptation—a harmonic process
between waveform matter and life.
This all should remind us of the notion of the circle of life,
which has been repeatedly observed throughout nature in so many
respects that it is generally assumed without fanfare. Circles recur in
human and animal activity, social order, customs, and individual
circumstances. The tribal circle is common among many ancient
cultures—and for good reason. In modern society, we have circular
conferences, round-table meetings, and cyclical ceremonies. The
potter’s wheel, the grinding wheel, and the circular clock are all examples of circular symbols in our attempt to synchronize with nature. Just about every form of communication and transportation is
somehow connected to circular motion. For this reason, it is no
accident that the wheel provides our primary and most efficient
means for transportation. The motion of walking is also circular
and sinusoidal, as the legs rise and fall forward, rotating the various
joints.
In nature, we observe two basic types of waves: mechanical and
electromagnetic. A mechanical wave moves through a particular
medium: sound pressure waves as they move through air, for example. Mechanical waves can move over the surface of a medium.
Ocean waves and certain earthquake (seismic) waves are examples
of mechanical surface waves. Another type of mechanical wave is
the tortional wave: This mechanical wave twists through a spiral or
helix.
The electromagnetic wave is seemingly different because it
theoretically does not move through a medium of any composition.
Einstein assumed space is a vacuum and the ultimate electromagnetic wave—light—moved through this vacuum with constant
speed. Dr. Einstein’s theory supposed that time is collapsed within
space: Instead of time and distance being separate, he supposed a
singular element called space-time.
Yet in 2001, collaborative research led by Texas A&M University physics professor Dr. Dimitri Nanopoulos, Dr. Nikolaos Mavromatos of King's College in London, and Dr. John Ellis of the
European Center for Particle Physics in Geneva confirmed that
12
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additional influences can alter the speed of light. Their calculations
showed that the speed of light varies to frequency. Furthermore, in
1999, University of Toronto professor Dr. John Moffat calculated
that the speed of light has actually slowed down over time. Space
may actually be a bona fide medium after all.
Nature displays two basic waveform structures: transverse and
longitudinal. Visible spectrum, radio waves, microwaves, radar, infrared and x-rays are all transverse waveforms. As these waves
move, there is a disruption moving at right angles to the vector of
the wave. For example, should the wave move along a longitudinal
x-axis, its disruption field would move along the perpendicular y-z
axis. This might be compared to watching a duck floating in a lake
strewn with tiny waves. The duck bobs up and down as the waves
pass under the duck’s body. In the case of the transverse electromagnetic wave, the disruption field is the magnetic field.
In the longitudinal wave, pressure gradients form regular alternating zones of compression and rarefaction. During the compression phase, the medium is pressed together, and during the
rarefaction, the medium is expanded outward. This might be illustrated by the alternating expansion and compression of a spring.
Instead of the wave disturbing the medium upward and downward
as in the case of a transverse wave, the medium is disturbed in a
back and forth fashion, in the direction of the wave. Examples of
longitudinal waves are sound waves and most seismic waves. In the
case of sound waves, air molecules compress and rarefy in the direction of the sound projection.
These two types of waves may also combine in nature. An
ocean wave is a good example of a combination of transverse and
longitudinal waveforms. Water may be disturbed up and down as it
transmits an ocean wave, and it may convey alternating compressions and rarefaction as it progresses tidal currents.
Waves are typically referred to as radiation when the waveform
can translate (“radiate”) its energy information from one type of
medium to another. In this respect, ocean waves can be considered
radiating as they translate their energy onto the sand. In the case of
seismic waves, they translate through land to buildings and people.
The classic type of radiation comes from electromagnetic waves

13
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such as x-rays or ultraviolet rays, which can travel through skin or
other molecular mediums after transversing space.
Waves are typically measured by their wave height from trough
to crest (amplitude), rate of speed through time (frequency) and the
distance from one repeating peak to another (wavelength). Waves
are also characterized by their wave shape. Examples of wave shape
include sinusoidal waves and square waves, as we’ve mentioned.

The frequency of a wave is typically measured by how many
wave cycles (one complete revolution of the wave—a wavelength)
pass a particular point within a period of time. Therefore, waves are
often measured in CPS, or cycles per second. The hertz is named
after nineteenth century German physicist Dr. Heinrich Hertz—
who is said to have discovered radio frequency electromagnetic
waves. Note that hertz and CPS are identical: Both identify the
number of complete waves passing a given point every second.
Other frequency measurements used include machinery’s RPM
(revolutions per second), special radiation’s RAD/S (radians per
second), and the heart’s BPM (beats per minute).
When we describe a sinusoidal waveform, we can state either its
frequency or wavelength, since the two will be inversely related.
Wavelength is typically measured in meters, centimeters, or nanometers to comply with international standards. Each radiation type is
classified by its wavelength. A wave’s wavelength has an inverse
relationship to its frequency. This is because a shorter wave’s length
will travel faster through a particular point than a longer length will.
Note also that speed is the rate measured from one point to an14
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other, while frequency is the rate of one full repetition of a pulse
past a particular point. Therefore, a wave’s wavelength can be determined by dividing its speed by its frequency, and a wave’s frequency can be derived from dividing its speed by its wavelength.
A wave’s amplitude is also an important consideration, as this
relates to the height of the wave—its magnitude. The amplitude is
measured from the wave’s baseline to its peak. Among sinusoidal
waves, a larger amplitude will accompany a larger wavelength. A
larger amplitude often lends to a wave of greater intensity as well.
Other considerations among waveforms include phase, medium
of travel, and wave shape. These together characterize a particular
wave’s effect and conductance.
Waves travel with repetition or periodicity. The very definition
of a wave describes a repeating motion. This repetition, occurring
with a particular pace and particular time reference, forms a rhythm.
Can waves be chaotic? To the contrary, it is their consistent rhythm
that allows us to interpret light, color, sound, or warmth with duplicatable precision. All of these waveforms connect with the senses
because they have consistent and congruent oscillations. In sensing
the world around us, we do not perceive each wave individually.
Rather, we sense waveform interaction.
When a waveform collides or interferes with another waveform,
the interaction yields a more complex waveform. This creates information. As waveforms collide throughout our universe, they
comprehensively present a myriad of information via their interference patterns. Our brains and minds translate those interference
patterns that resonate with our sensory neurons.
Depending upon the characteristics of the incoming waveforms, wave interference can result in larger, more complex waveforms. These are constructive interference patterns. Alternatively, should
interactive waveforms contrast each other; their meeting can result
in a reduction of magnitude—creating destructive interference patterns.
The interactive quality of two waves as they collide often lies
within their wave phase similarity. If one wave is cycling in positive
territory while the other is cycling in negative territory, they will
most likely destructively interfere with each other, resulting in a
reduction of amplitude. However, if the two waves move in the
same phase—where both cycle with the same points on the
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curve—then they will most likely constructively interfere with each
other, creating a greater amplitude—and a greater magnitude.
As a result, interacting waves are identified as either in-phase or
out-of-phase. In-phase waveforms will typically meet with superposition to form constructive interference and greater intensity. Outof-phase waveforms will often conflict:, reducing their intensity.
The canceling or reduction during destructive waveform interference is not necessarily bad, however. Depending upon the type of
radiation, destructive interference can also produce healthy effects.
The degree that two or more waves will interfere with each
other—either constructively or destructively—relates to their coherence. If two waves are coherent, they are either completely in-phase
or out-of-phase. They will thus increase in intensity or undergo
significant cancelation. Waves that are different but not completely
out-of-phase are considered incoherent.
Waveform coherency might be loosely compared to speaking
coherently. Coherent speaking refers to sounds that are better understood by the listener. Whether the communication is interpreted
by the listener as positive or negative information is not relevant.
The clarity of the communication indicates its coherence.
In the same way, coherent waves interact to produce significant
results as they interact—either constructively or destructively.
Destructive Interference

Resonance occurs when individual waves achieve a balanced
state—one where amplitude and period is consistent and efficient
for that waveform system. Thus, resonating waves typically occur
when waves come together in constructive interference. This results
in an increase in their respective amplitudes. This is illustrated when
two tuned instruments play the same note or song together. Their
notes will resonate together, creating a convergence with greater
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